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Overview of Group Personal Accident

The Group Personal Accident policy enables a company to pay a lump-sum amount to it employees in case
he/she meets an accident. The policy covers both work and non-work related accident. So a road accident,
or accidental fall in the house/office or machine related injury, all hold equal significance in the policy.

Who should buy?

 All companies for their white collar as well as blue collar staff
 Educational Institutions to cover earning parents of students
 Hospitals to cover both medical and non-medical staff

What are the different covers available?

An accident can lead to various consequences, all of which can be covered under the policy. These are:

 Death
 Loss of Limbs / Eyes
 Damage to other body parts
 Temporary bed-riddance
 Hospitalization



What is the indicative price?

The premium per person is determined based on the type of cover chosen and industry of the Employer.
Additionally, large group sizes attract a discount. Below are two examples:

 A 50-member consulting firm will pay approximately Rs. 400 per person for a Rs. 10 lakh cover for
accidental death only.

 A 50-member garment-manufacturing firm wants that in addition to Death, and Permanent
Disability, it should be able to pay Weekly allowance (Rs. 5000) to its labor in case of temporary
bed-riddance (say due to fracture). Then the premium would amount to Rs. 2000 per person for a
Rs. 10 lakh cover.

 A school can purchase Group Personal Accident to provide cover on accidental death, and
accidental disability of Rs. 5 lakh at a cost of Rs. 750 per student. In the case of accidental death of
either the student or the earning parent, the policy entitles them to a sum assured of Rs 5 lakh.
Similarly there would be specified sum assured for disability (depending on the level).

How much cover to take and how to get a quote?

General thumb rule is to take cover of 3 times of the annual compensation of the staff.

SecureNow Insurance Broker can help get a comparison of benefits and rates of three Insurance
companies. SecureNow would further help you negotiate the best purchase, provide round-the-year policy
servicing and support for claim settlement.
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